Date:

To: The Secretary-General of the Commission
c/c: Durham Radio Inc. - applicant (c/o Mary Kirk- mary@kx96.fm)
Re: Application #2021-0115-3 (regarding CIRH-FM, Vancouver)

1. I support Application #2021-0115-3, regarding CIRH-FM, Vancouver.
2. Describe your listening habits now, when tuned to The Wave - how long you’ve been a fan, how
you listen- wave.fm, Wave94.7 HD-2, Wave 95.9 HD-2
3. Explain why you listen so devotedly What has created your loyalty to the Wave?
4. Why you feel an FM licence for the Wave would be a huge benefit? - to listeners, to artists,.
Comment on live music scene as well as radio broadcasting, involvement in the local community
etc.
5. Comment on the kind of listener who would be served by the Wave in Vancouver.
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To: The Secretary-General of the Commission
CC: Mary Kirk (applicant) mary@kx96.fm
Re: Application #2021-0115-3 (regarding CIRH-FM, Vancouver)

6. I am a proud and loyal fan of The Wave in Ontario, from their early days at 94.7FM to the launch
of wave.fm and now with HD radio in the Toronto area. It has been such a delight to find this
delightful mix of instrumental jazz, grooving sax and trumpets, R&B vocals, fiery guitars and so
many Canadian musicians who have never found their way to mainstream pop radio. I have really
enjoyed getting to know music and artists I could never have discovered without The Wave and
even more so enjoyed the live concerts, awards shows and other events that The Wave
presented back when they could. I can honestly say The Wave’s absence on the regular FM dial
has been a great loss to the GTA but I sincerely believe it would be a huge gain for Vancouver. In
my experience, the “average” Wave listener is urbane, educated and sophisticated in their
musical tastes. The introduction of something so refreshing and diverse can only be good thing.
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